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INTRODUCTION:

Observations made orI collapsing gas

Laboratory

E, Kallne, M, Flaestas,

shell Z-pInches have produced

some results which are dlfflcult to explaln by using the usual thermal

nu)del>’p These pinches produce a fast burst of x-rays at the time of

pinch usually by exciting the closed shell resonance lines, I,e. He-,

Ne-, or Ar- llke emission. This emission comes from so called “hot

spots” which form at Irregular Intervals along the pinched column axis,

These “hot spots” are peculiar In that their diameter Is always

than the smallest diameter

In this paper I wI1l

device and show how some ‘

there Is an energetic e

smaller

observed for the pinching plasma column

briefly describe a hollow gas shell Z-pinch

nitlal observation lead to the conclusion that

ectron beam produced along the axis of the

collapsing gas shell. I wI1l then summarize an experiment that directly

measured some of the characteristics of this runaway electron beam.

Flnall,y,the results of an experiment which observed a new effect wI1l be

presented alonq with a model that uses a runaway electron beam to explain

th~s new effect,

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS:

The Los Alamos High Density Z-pinch Is shown schematically In Figure

10 It consists of a 72 kJ - 600 kV Marx bank made up of twelve

parallel, low Inductance capacitor modules. This Marx bank pulse

charges a 1 n water transmission llne to a voltage of roughly 1.5 times

that produced by the Marx

switch between the water

current to the gas load,

bank. Once peak voltage Is reached, an In-llne

llne and load chamber over-volts, delivering the
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In all the experiments that follow the Z-pInch was operated at a

derated level In which the Marx bank produced only 400 kV. This

developed 600 kV across the gas load which produced a peak current of 6~

kA with a t-lsetime of 200 ns. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the gas

loan, indicating the posltlon of the In-1ine switch, the fast gas valve,

and the supersonic nozzle which produces the hollow gas jet that Is

driven to the axis by the fast rising current, The hollow gas shell Is

maue up O? argon and has an inside diameter of 2 cm, an outside diameter

of 2.5 cm, and Is 0,9 cm long. The line density of argon gas Is chosen

so that the shell reaches the axis at peak current, This requires 9 x

1016 argcn atom/cm,

A series of visible framing pictures Is shown In figure 3, These

pictures have an exposure time of 10 ns and there Is 50 ns between

frames. These plctur~s were taken looking radially at the Injected gas

column, a schematic of the electrodes Is shown at the bottom of the

flqure to orient the reader. Sometime between frames 1 and 2 the current

beqan to flow. Frame 3 and 4 show the hollow gas shell moving In toward

the axis with the outer boundary straightening up with time. Between

frames 4 and 5 the gas c~lllded with Itself on the axis producing a dense

hot plasma, Frames 5 and 6 are bloomed from the Intense vlslble emlsslon

at the time of pinch and dfter. From this type of data the radius as a

function of time (figure 4) and hence th? collapse velocity can be

obtained,

EVIDENCE FOR A NON-THE8MAL ELECTRON I?ISTRIBUTION:3

A bent crystal x-ray spectrum of the emission of the collapsed argon

shell was taken and is shown in flqure 5, As can be seen the spectrum

consist~ of not only the 1s2 - 1s 2p resonance and Intercomblnatlon

line of He-like argon but also displays seven satelllte llnes, Another

part of the spectrum (not shown) also contained some weak H-lIke lines

from argon, The seven satellite llnes were Identlfled as the Is-2P

transition of the Ion species Indicated {n flqure 5, Presumably these
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low Ionization states low a 1s oloctron and than these weak lines are

fomed when tho atom rolaxos by undwqolng the ls-2P transltlon, Also

thown in the figure Is a calculated is-2p spectrum by Cowan4 showing

whore one would expect them satallltos to occur, Tho agreement is

axcellent,

The occurrence of 1s vacancies in an argon plasma means that there

are energetic electrons capable of provldlng the 3-4 keV of energy

required to Ionize an argon atom from the 1s level, These energetic

electrons cannot, howevor, form a thermal dlstrlbutlon because the lower

Ionlzatlon states, Ar X - XV, could not exist at such a high temperature.

The temperature can be estimated from the data In many ways, One WAY

Is to assume that we have a thermal plasma and use line ratios to deduce

the temperature, Figure 6 gives a sunmary of the two methods cotnnonly

used to estimate the temperature. By assuming the Ar XV structure is a

dielectronlc satelllte a temperature of 1.1 keV can be obtained. Also by

taking the llne ratio of H-like to He-lIke resonance llnes and assuming

coronal equl!ibrlum one can obtain a temperature of ‘1 keV. Both these

methods give approximately the same temperature but neither expl~ln how

energetic excitations can be made in regions In the plasma where low

~onization states exist. Figure 7 shows that the temperature range

required for the exlstance of argon X through argon XVII ground state

Ions is 150 - 300 eV. This is considerably less than the temperature

required to do the resonance line excitation, ‘1 keV,

One possible way to conslstantly explaln the observations Is to

postulate that the collapsed plasma column consists of a dense low

temperature (150-300 eV) plasma and that all tho excitation observed In

the x-ray spectrum are caused by an energetic beam of electrons. If th~s

assumption is made some of the relevant beam parameters can be

estimated, Since the transitions observed all ~equlre excitations In the

3-4 keV range It can be said that the beam must have a slgnlflcant number
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of electrons with energy above about 4 keV. The beam currant cun be

estimated as shown In flgura 8 from tho

emlsslon and from the absoluto Intonslty of

lklng typical plasma parameters, l.c. Na-

18.4 and 5,4 kA art obtalnod by the

Considering that the bank initially provides

ratio of H-llko to Ho-llko

tho L1-llko satalllta llnc,

lx1020/cm3 and T= 350 eV,

two methods respectlvo’ly.

600 kV across tho oloctrodes

and that a peak current of - 600 kA flows through tht plasma, nalther of

these estimates Is outside the realm of posslblllty.

DIRECT BEAM MEASUREMENT:5

Once having postulated a beam It can be asked how to 90 about

directly detecting and measuring the beam. Figure 9 shows the

conflquratlon of our Z-pInch load chambw which allowed the Installation

of a Faraday cup detector and a filter wheel. A vacuum line-of-sight was

added so that energetic electrons produced at the time of pinch would

drift down a tube, go through a

cup. This configuration ~lelded

three ways: 1) time-of-fllght,

placinq an absorber in the path,

filter, and be detected In the Faraday

an electron beam energy measurement In

2) attenuation of signal caused by

and 3) change in time-of-flight due to

energy loss of electrons which pass through the absorber and make It to

the detector.

This device was tested on the collapslnq gas shell Z-pInch. We found

a slow low amp?itude positive signal with a fast negative going signal

superimposed on It sometime around pinch. When a permanent magnet was

placed across the drift tube the fast negative signal went away, We

concluded that the slow posltlve signal was due to VUV and X-ray photons

going down the drift tube and knocking electrons off of the Faraday cup,

The fast neqative signal was due to the runaway electrons produced at the

time of pinch.
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Upon examining the electron signal, we found that It consisted of two

parts, a slow large componont and a small fast component. We found that

the slow component had an avwage energy below 4 keV, as measured from

the time-of-flIght, and was completely attenuated by an 8 Pm thick

alumlnum filter. See figure 10. The fast component, although much

sm~ller than the slower signal when no filter was present, became the

only signal when the 8 urnthick alumlnum filter was added, We belleve

that the late arriving large signal Is generated when the high energy

electron beam expands and strikes the walls of the drift tube thereby

drlvlnq off low energy secondary electrons.

Figure 11 shows how the energy determination from the three

measurements agree once the corrections have been made for filter

attenuation and change In time-of-flight. The conclusion Is that the

energy of the runaw~y electrons produced In the Z-pInch at the time of

pinch Is 20 keV * 10 keV, The amplitudes of the three measurements

aqneed within error bars once the attenuation of the filters was taken

Into account. The error bars represent the statistical fluxuatlons of

the measured signal shot-to-shot on the Z-pinch, The conversion from

measured signal to absolute beam current, as was done for figure 11) IS

uncertain since It relles on a model for the beam attenuation due to

losses In the drift tube, Me used a free expansion model which led to an

attenuation of over 106, Even so the measured beam current agrees very

well with the estimated current required to cause the x-ray emission as

described earner,

X-RAY STREAK CAMERA MEASUREMENTS:

The next step was to see how the 4 keV x-ray radlatlon from the

collapsed gas shell Z-pInch was distributed along the z-axis as a

function of time. To accomplish this we used the experimental set up

shown in flqure 12. The Idea was to callbrate the x-ray streak camera6

by simultaneously taking time integrated x-ray pinhole pictures and time
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a specific part of the column. By fitting

and knowing the magnlflcatlon of the x-ray

pinhole camera and the temporal scale on the x-ray InP:Fe detector, w

were able to calibrate the x-ray streak camera, See figure 13.

An interesting new phenomenon was observed’ in the x-ray streak

pictures. Figure 14 shows - 6 nrnof the pinched column length In the keV

x-ray region, The emission Is streaked from left to right and the

calibrated tlmescale is included on the bottom of the figure. If the

x-ray emlsslon Is scanned at a z-locatlon as a function of time, as Is

represented by the dashed line, It Is found that the emission ‘winks”,

i.e. turns on for a few nanoseconds, turns off for a few nanoseconds, and

then turns back on for a few nanoseconds, By making some reasonable

assumptions, we found that we could explain this temporal behavior by a

simple model which included a runaway electron beam at the time of pinch.

This model made speclflc requirements on the runaway electron beam In

order to quantitatively describe the observed time behavior.

The model assumes that the kilovolt x-ray emission from the pinch Is

produced entirely by runaway electrons excltlng the Ions. It begins to

describe what happens after the hollow plasma shell has collapsed Into a

homogeneous plasma cylinder. It

uniform, that the electrlc field

ccnstant, and that the collapse

constant, The number of runaway

equation,

assumes that

and background

and expansion

electrons, Nr,

the current density Is

plasma temperatures are

Veloclty are equal and

Is controlled by a rate

dNr ■ Neav-Nrvr
9

dt 7

where v is the colllslon frequency, i Is the runaway electron production

fraction per colllslon tlme8, Ne the electron density, Vr the

runaway electron velocity, and t the length of the plasma column, This
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equatlon says that the rate of change of the number of runaway electrons

Is equal to the production rate of runaway electrons out of the thermal

dlstrlbutlon minus the loss rate of runaway electrons out the end of the

pinched column. The production fraction, A, was obtained from ref. 8 and

Is a strong ?unctlon of the applled field, the electron density, and the

electron temperature. This equation was solved under the constraint that

the pinched column has the characteristic measured in previous

experiments, Previously It was found that the mlnlmum column diameter

was measured to be 1 m with 1 ns temporal resolution, thus the

trajectory of the outer boundary of the plasma was forced to pass through

two points 1 ns apart that represented a column diameter of 1 nwn, The

ultlmate munlmum radius, rot and hence the final collapse velocity were

left as adjustable parameters. Another consideration Is that runaway

electrons can only be produced wlthln a gyroradlus of the axis, singular

orbltsg, and If they Interact with the ions to produce the hard x-rays,

then the radius of the column that radiates, rrad, will, in general, be

smaller than the pinch radius at that time.

One can see that a double pulsed x-ray emlsslon Is possible using

this model, As the plasma column compresses, the runaway electron number

density and Ion number density increase causing an Increase in the x-ray

emlsslon, As peak compression is approached the electron number density

qets large and hence the electron mean free path gets so short that

runaway electrons can no longer be produced. This leads to a decrease In

the x-ray emlsslon. Finally, as the plasma column expands, the

production of runaway electrons resumes along with the hard x-ray

emlsslon. This model also has the advantage that It explains the

observation that the x-ray radlatlng column size Is much smaller than the

actual plasma column size.

The rate equation was solved and used along with the electron

gyroradlus to calculate the time Integrated radlatlve radius as a

function of the applled electric field, The results are plotted In
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flgure 15, The shaded area represents the radlatlve radius as observed

from the x-ray pinhole pictures. The observed radiative radius yields an

applled field of - 65 kV/cm, Figure 16 contains a plot of the calculated

temporal separation of the x-ray emission peaks versus the final minimum

radius, r . This relationship varies as a function of the applled

field. $e observed emission peak separation is represented by the

shaded area along with the average. As can be seen at - 65 kV/cm, the

predicted final radius is .035 cm. Using these parameters, the temporal

development of the x-ray emission was calculated. A comparison of the

calculated emlsslon (solid line) and the observed emisslGn (dashed line)

is presented in figure 17. The agreement between the two curves Is quite

good except in the region around t = o. This, of course, is the region

where the simplifying assumptions we have made breakdown.

The electron-ion mean free path in the pinched column is - 0.35 cm.

Since the model predicts an applled field of - 65 kV/cm, this means that

on the average a runaway electron can acquire - 23 kV of energy. From

the previously discussed Faraday cup experiment, we concluded that the

electron enerqy was - 20 kV.

CONCLUSIONS:

We have found Indirect and direct evidence of an energetic electron

beam which permeates the plasma column at the time of pinch, We have

observed a new effect we call “wlnklng” In the temporal emission of the

pinchinq plasma column. We have found that a model of the plncl~edplasma

colllmncan be made which is consistent with our observations. Since the

presence of runaway electrons can explaln all the kilovolt emission from

the pinched plasmd, temperature measurements based on spectroscopic

evidence and IIthermal electron distribution are suspect.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS:

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Fiqure 3.

Figure 4.

Figure 5,

Flqure 6,

Figure 7,

Figure 8.

Figure 9.

Flqure 10,

Figure 11,

Figure 12,

A schematic reprosontation of tho Los Aldmoa Hiph I?ontlty

Z-pinch machine.

A drawing of the gat load discharge chamber. The drawing

Includes tho In-llno isolation twitch, tho fait vilvo, and

supersonic nozzle, Tho hollow gas cylinder Is formod In

the small gap betwoon tho anoda and cathod,,

A series of framing pictures which shows tho formttlon and

collapse of tho hollow gas shell plasmi.

A plot of tho radius of tho collapsing plasma versus tlnw,
A scan of a curved crystal x-ray tpoctrum thowlng t~

He-like resonance and Intorcomblnatlon llnos tlong with

seven Inner shell sdtclllto lln~s. Alto shown la t

calculated spectrum.

A sample calculation of tho plasma tompcrtturo tssumlnfia

thermal electron distribution and that tho flrtt sot.llito

line Is caused bydleltctronl- racomblnatlon,

A reproduction of a drawing showfng tht fractional

ahundanclas of various argon ions 4s a function of

telllperature,

Estimates of the runaway electron Deam rtqulr~d to produco
tilehard x-ray spectrum.

A schematic of the alttrod gas discharqa chamber to thot on

electron drift region and Faraday cup could bt includ~d,

A plot of the raw rtsults of th~ slgnall productd In th~

Faraday cup as a function of t~m+of-fl~ght after pinch,

A plot of the corrected and calibrated slgntll of tho

Faraday cup plotted against tht inftrred @ltctron .norQy,
A schematic rmprasentation of tha di~gnoutlc$ uaod to

calibrate the x-ray ttr~tk camort and to obtorvo the hdrd

x-ray emlsslon from the plnchad column at a function of

axial position and time,
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A sampla of tha method used to callbrate the x-r&y streak

6NW’?,

OIIQ of the straak pictures taken of the x-ray emlsslon from

tha plnchod column showing the “wink” effect.

A plot of tho model predicted radiative radius versus

tppllod .loctrlc flold, Also shown Is the average and the

?Iuctuttion (Ihadod Oraa) In the observed radiative radius.

A plot of the IIMXIO1 predicted x-ray emission maxima

tQPWttiOfI at 4 function of final collapse radius for

varlw~ ippllod tloctrlc flolds. Also shown is the average

tfid th~ fluctuation (shaded area) In the observed ~emporal

,Qpdrationt

A Olot Of th. plasmd x-ray omission as measured (dashed

III!Q)thd at prodlctod by tho mdol (solid line). The two

Qf’o\100Ofl th. MOdCl pwdlct~d curv~ are 1 ns apart and

rop?mntt tho tlm rotolutlon of th, diagnostics.
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